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Thank you for using adsorption type I company production of compressed air dryers, let it

bring you clean compressed air

Gas, in order to ensure the normal production of your.

Although before the machine have to undergo a rigorous quality control and testing, but in

order to ensure that the machine can be safe and reliable

Operation, please be sure to carefully read the instructions for use.

This manual mainly aims at introducing adsorption type compressed air dryer process,

installation, operation, operation,

Repair, maintenance, troubleshooting electrical control circuit, etc..

The operator before machine operation, please pay attention to operating conditions to

provide technical information, and go ahead of the rest.

Solution of the system process function of each part and the whole system operation

situation, this allows users in the dryer.

When there is a judgment of direction or maintenance.



Attention

Operation of this equipment before use
Please read this manual
And know its contents

For any technical in this guidance error, editing errors or omissions, or any

accident caused by the guide or derivative damage, the company shall not be liable

for compensation. All the information is in accordance with the " original ", does

not provide any warranty and may change at any time, without prior notice.

Please keep this manual
For future operation for repair



Summary
Principle of work, the dry machine

Manufacturing the bottom and side impact seismic gap, the high moisture absorption of chemical raw materials --
molecular sieve ( alumina ), tightly packed in the two drying tower,When the " moisture gas " in accordance with the specific
direction, curve impact adsorbent, under pressure in the liquid, absorb the moisture in the air. Due to the sorbent suction Collect
water saturation, as long as the use of instant pressure drop method, the water will be released automatically from the sorbent.
This product is to use this feature, the Twin Towers switch The way, in accordance with the adsorption, desorption, regeneration,
filling pressure and the program alternates work.
Two, the process sequence

Each cycle of four steps:
1, A tower, B tower regeneration:

First of all, compressed air pressure of A, B tower, promoted to the working pressure, the A tower adsorbent to liquid
moisture adsorption in the air, so that the pressure dew point to -30 -- -70 ℃, gas after drying, most with gas input pipeline,
another small portion (about 12% ) after Regeneration valve throttle to atmospheric pressure, dew point further reduced, enter
the B tower. Close to the water saturation of adsorbent, desorption, regeneration, Then, through the electromagnetic valve
through the noise reducer.
2, A tower, B tower pressurized:

B tower complete desorption, after regeneration, dryer, the electromagnetic valve automatically opens a A B two column,
two column pressure balance in a short period of time, B tower pressurized end.
3, B tower, A tower regeneration:

At this time, B tower by gas adsorption drying, after drying, as most of the input gas pipeline, a small part after
regeneration adjustment Valve throttle to atmospheric pressure, dew point further reduced into A tower, A tower drier desorption
regeneration.
4, B tower, A tower pressurized:

A complete desorption tower, after regeneration, dryer and automatic open A, electromagnetic valve between the two B
tower, the tower pressure reached two in a short period of time.Balance. B tower adsorption after work, turn to A tower
pressurized, continue to the next cycle.

Adsorption working time is usually 3 -- 20 minutes, pressurized regeneration time is generally 10 -- 40 seconds. This
machine factory, has. With good. Special circumstances change, need to be adjusted in the engineering and technical personnel
of the company under the guidance of.

Three, the adsorption of basic knowledge type dryer
1.What is the adsorption? Adsorption is how it happened?

Adsorption is the material in the two interface on the concentration automatic change phenomenon. All that is solid with
different degrees of the surrounding medium molecules, atoms, or ions are adsorbed onto the surface of your ability. From the
thermodynamic Point of view, the solid surface can absorb other medium, because the solid surface had the energy and physical
called " free surface Enthalpy ", it has absorbed other substances and to reduce their surface energy trend.
2.What is the adsorbent? What is the adsorbate?

There are obvious adsorption material called " adsorbent on a particular medium ". The adsorbed substances called "
adsorbate " under certain conditions, the adsorbent surface area is larger, the stronger adsorption ability. So in order to improve
the adsorption capacity, must be possible to increase the adsorption.
3.The adsorption dryer used adsorbents have?

Adsorbent commonly used are: silica gel, molecular sieve, activated alumina.
4.What is the role of the muffler in the adsorption type dryer?

Muffler role is to reduce the noise from the adsorption type dryer in regeneration gas. Due to the regeneration of waste
must be discharged Pressure, exhaust speed, will cause the gas motion and produces strong exhaust noise, generally can reach
80 ~ 110dB. According to the relevant provisions, in the exhaust noise is greater than 75dB, requires the noise elimination
measure. In the adsorption type dryer, the regeneration of an exhaust with dust and moisture in a suitable temperature, there will
be the accumulation of condensation water, very easy to cause the muffler blockage. Therefore the silencer adsorption dryer in
working condition is very bad, attention should be paid to the protection of cleaning and maintenance.



Safety specification

Note: This equipment is used for air drying, do not put the other uses the
equipment used in the original set outside. If you have any questions in use, please contact
the company, to ensure that your interests, and ensure the safety of equipment and
personnel.

The equipment in the factory provides many safety facilities to guarantee the safety
of personnel and equipment, but please users do not too trust these security facilities and
ignore the safety specification itself. Especially should pay attention to the following
cautions in reading, and really understand the warning content after the operation of the
equipment, so as to avoid the equipment malfunction or failure to personnel or equipment
safety hazards.

General specification for safety
1 ) in the power switch is turned on, please make sure the operator has to fully understand

all the contents described in this manual inside, and determine the forbidden contact zone
without personnel or obstacles.

2 ) please memorize the " master switch " position, to ensure that when an emergency
occurs, the operator or other relevant personnel can immediately press the switch, to avoid
danger.

3 ) to operate the machine when the use of safety equipment such as safety shoes, gloves,
etc.. In order to avoid misoperation caused dangerous machine.

4 ) tools, parts or other unnecessary items do not put on the equipment surface, location of
the mobile or other possible and the machine running interference, so as not to impede the
normal operation of the machine.

5 ) in the operation of a button, you must determine to operate the switch is correct. And
remember to avoid inadvertently touch the button state, so as to avoid equipment generate
misoperation or danger.

6 ) when the supply voltage external supply is not stable, immediately shut off the main
power to protect equipment.

7 ) circuit system repair must be operated by professional personnel, the general
prohibition of arbitrary modify or remove operator.

8 ) grounding must be reliable, to ensure that the staff and the safety of a machine.
9 ) disable switch with wet hand touch any electrical, so as to avoid the electric shock

danger.
10 ) the machine itself hardware and related parts have been debugging lock, do not

arbitrarily change or modify.
11 ) in order to ensure the safety and precision equipment, do not knock the equipment.
12 ) please keep equipment nearby clean.



In the understanding of oil removal effect
of adsorbentWill have the most positive help for
the adsorption type dryer.

In order to make the oil content of compr
-essed air to reach 0.01ppm The standard of entr
-ance, before and after adsorption dryer, must as
-semble Pre filter ( 1U ) and post filter ( 0.01u )
a. Not only the post filter. Although the postpo
-sition filter can reach To the 0.01ppm standard,
but still filter with Joint stability. Install a dryer
outlet must The 1U filter and to reverse, the filter
function is to Dust filter is adsorbed by the adsor

-bent released, Because the dust, air can not be di
-rectly into the filter element, It is easily blocked
by the filter, filter net entry, Exports through the
filter core to, let dust in screen bottom and easy

To discharge, it is not easy to block filter.

Please bypass piping ( equipment maintenance
will be used, be sure to set ).

Reservation service repair space.

The power plug insert socket or access protection
switch for 220/380V.
Be sure to set the power leakage circuit breaker.
The frequency of the power supply in the 50/60Hz
control in 210~230V, 360~400V; and to maintain
A balanced three-phase voltage, plus no more than

20V.
Must be grounded line before use.
At the same time, with the most common wiring

for electrical heating reason, very dangerous, please
absolutely avoid.
Please refer to the maximum operating current lea

-kage breaker device.

The installation place, should avoid direct
Wind blows drench the premises, should
build outdoor awning.

The machine base adopts thickening
type high quality C steel made of solid
base, the machine usually only placed on
the ground, do not need special foundation
engineering.



Tepefaction regeneration adsorption dryer panel description ( high power ):

Fig. 1 Schematic panel, system

The 2 button, display function
1 power, the power indicator light, buzzer called twice, to enter the standby mode.
2 " switch " button: press this button to enter standby mode, operation; operation, press
this button, stop running.
3 " select" key:①view parameters .② setting parameters.
4.“ ”、“ ”Keys: set parameters, used to add value.
5 digital tube display:①temperature: the temperature in the boot state;②time: display number, after three
display parameters, so the Fault code; standby does not light, display the corresponding parameter setting
state; run time, adsorption time countdown display.
6 five working indicating lamp, according to the working state of A adsorption, B adsorption tower tower,
A tower, B tower regeneration, regeneration heater heating were light off.
7 buzzer: every keystroke, electricity, will call to remind, boot, shutdown, enter the parameter settings and
exit parameter settings when the buzzer Long a sound, a fault when the buzzer rang 2 times every 5 secon
-ds.

The 3 parameter settings
1 parameters can be set only in the standby state, set the parameters in the operation condition, will be forced
to stop running machine.

2 in the standby state, the control cabinet printed board switch dial to "set up " position, then press and hold
the " select" button on the panel of the super

After five seconds, the buzzer long 1 ring, set up lights, namely access settings, and then click " select" key,
parameter number Choice, according to“ ” 、“ ”

The key to modify the parameter value.
3 parameter is set up, and then used to the " select " button for 5 seconds until the buzzer sound, long ring 1, setting off,
namely exit parameters,Then the parameter setting switch back to " run ", set parameters will now be saved, even if the
power is retained after the value parameter.



Explanation of parameters:
Order
nunber Content of parameter Setting range unit The meaning of parameters

0 The shutdown time of
pressure t0 0～300 s Regeneration valve is opened, the adsorption valve close

delay time after stopping

1 The adsorption time t1 1～255 min The dryer of A tower or tower B adsorption working time

2 Regeneration of delay time
t2 1～512 s The adsorption time A tower or tower over B to

regeneration time interval

3 Regeneration
time t3 1～255 min The drying time of tower A or B tower drier

4 The time of pressure t4 0～512 s A tower or tower of B intake valve open at the same time

5 Heating temperature
protection value 1～512 ℃

The heater temperature should not exceed the set value, or
shut down the heater, and report the fault

6 Heating delay time 1～512 s The adsorption time A tower or tower of B end to begin to
open the heater is working time interval

7 heating time 1～255 min
In order to keep the regeneration air temperature, from the
beginning to the last stop opening electric heater electric
heating time interval

8 Stop heating temperature 1～300 ℃
Heating temperature rises to the set value, the closure of
the heater

9 The start of heating
temperature 1～300 ℃

The heating temperature is reduced to the set value, starting
heater

10 Temperature correction -9～+9 ℃ Is used to correct the deviation of temperature

11 Control mode ( positive and
negative valve set ) 0/1 /

When set to 1, indicating the valve ( open air inlet two, two
normally closed valve structure ); when set to 0, that is the
valve ( four normally closed structure ) work

Note: 1, stop heating temperature, heating temperature
2, the heating temperature protection value, stop heating temperature
3, the adsorption time, the regeneration time delay + regeneration time is +2 times

the time of pressure
4, adsorption time, heating delay time and heating time is +2 times the time of

pressure
5, start heating temperature value, stop heating temperature value -30

If the user parameter setting error, the controller will automatically report the fault code,
please follow the prompts to set parameters.
4 see operating parameters

1 in standby mode or the operation of state, you can view parameters, verifiable parameter
is reasonable, this parameter is not adjustable, if need to feel unreasonable parameter you need
to stop to set parameters, the specific operation as mentioned above.

2 the specific operation is: in the standby and running, press the " select" button will display
in the first parameter digital tube display, then press the " select" button will exit the parameter
display. The display order of above parameters described.

3 in the operation of state view parameters, if 20 seconds without action, parameters are
automatically exit the view, display parameters at run time.



5 operation function
1 standby press " on / off " button to start working, working state press the "open / close " key equipment stop

working.
2 Timing valve is working mode and the valve working mode is different, please put the controller is arranged

in the correct mode before use, the specific sequence is as follows:

Fig. 1 is a timing valve operation

Figure 2 the valve timing

KM

FA1

FA2

FB1

FB2

KM

FA1

FA2

FB1

FB2



Note: FA1, FA2, FB1, FB2 are A into A, B, B, four electromagnetic valves, thick lines represent the
electromagnetic valve power state, KM is heater contactors. The heating pipe can be heated power as a group or
two groups, divided into two groups: the first group is controlled by the KM1, by a temperature controller
temperature control the start and stop, the second group is composed of KM2 control, has power throughout the
heating time KM2.

6 fault, status display
There is the fault of digital tube display fault code:

Order nunber Fault code Fault content Note

1 E001 EEPROM Cannot run

2 E002
Parameter
settings

The time of pressure adsorption time≤2 times

3 E003
Parameter
settings

The adsorption time≤regeneration delay time + regeneration time
is +2 times the time of pressure

4 E004
Parameter
settings

The adsorption time≤heating delay time and heating time is +2
times the time of pressure

5 E005
Parameter
settings

Stop heating temperature heating protection < < start heating
temperature; or start heating temperature < stop heating
temperature of -30

Tepefaction regeneration adsorption dryer panel description ( small power type ):
Fig. 1 Schematic panel, system



2 operating characteristics:
1.Preset function: the delay time parameter must comply with the time adjustment formula T1 ≥T2+T3+T4.
parameters automatically detects whether accord with The above rules.

2.The delay function: in running condition, can according to the delay time enable four relays according to
the sequence of the on-off delay requirements.

3.The temperature display function: can choose the temperature display switch or not display.
4.The function of positive and negative valve: positive and negative valve can choose tower adsorption

is valve ( open relay is energized ) or reverse valve ( closed when power ).
5.Parameter memory function: can all parameters of power and memory system.
6.Automatic reversing function: according to the state of the system when the last shutdown decision

the next start is the first A or B adsorption tower adsorption tower.
7.Remote control function: if the choice of remote control, can control system through the remote switch

switch. When the system of remote switch attracted to boot, remote switch is turned off, the system is in
a non-operating state.

To set up 3 working process and parameters:
The 1 Principle: press to open the key to boot, the boot after the adsorption of A tower, A tower, B tower,
B regeneration adsorption tower regeneration four relays according to the set delay work.
2 boot: press < / > button to start the machine.
3 enter the parameter setting mode:

After the failure of energized again within 20 seconds before the long press " plus / minus "
button3 seconds to enter management parameters menu.

Other times long press the set button 3 seconds to enter user parameters menu. Enter the parameter
settings, press keys to select the required modification parameter settings. Use the switch to amend the
corresponding parameters. Parameters after setting parameter settings and save exit parameters by key swi-
tch machine. If you set a condition for 15Seconds without key operation will automatically exit the setting
mode, parameters are automatically saved.

User parameter menu
Desig-
nation Name Meaning Parameter range Factory

setting
F1 The adsorption time t1 Dry machine AB tower working time 1～600min 300min

F2 Delay time of
regeneration t2 After adsorption to the regeneration of the delay 1～60min 20min

F3 regeneration time t3 Each time the regeneration duration 1～600min 240min

F4 The time of pressure
t4

Each A column and the B column is opened at the same
time, execution time is pressing 1～30min 15min

Management parameters menu

F5 Heating delay time After startup delay [ F5 ] before judging whether open
heating rod 1～512min 100min

F6 heating time The heating temperature after the arrival, the heating rod
delay closing time 1～255min 15min

F7 Stop heating
temperature

When heated to the temperature reached F7 ] [ delay
closed heating rod 1～512℃ 300℃

F8 Insulation range The temperature reached [ F7 ], the temperature decreases
again to [F7] - [ F8 ] below, to open the heating rod 1～30℃ 20℃

F9 Heating temperature
protection value More than the setting value closed heating rod 1～512℃ 400℃

F10 temperature
modification

Dew point ( entrance ) correction for the temperature
measurement value -10～10℃ 0℃

F11 No temperature input No temperature input, output and temperature descending
will display the time off

ON:enable OFF:Do
not enable OFF

F12 Remote switch Whether to use the remote switch, if enabled, a key switch
will not boot

ON:enable
OFF: Do not enable OFF

F13 Is the valve selection
valve Adsorption valve normally open normally closed choice ON: Reverse valve

OFF: Positive valve OFF

F14 Temperature / time
switch

Downlink working state display temperature / time
selection

Heating is not affected

ON: Reverse valve
OFF: Positive valve OFF



4 lights and the meaning of digital tube:

Pilot light Meaning Pilot light Meaning

Source(LED1)
The power

indicator light,
bright

B tower
adsorption(LED4)

B tower adsorption relay work light

A tower adsorption(LED2)
A tower

adsorption relay
work light

B tower
regeneration(LED5)

B tower regeneration relay work
light

A tower
regeneration(LED3)

A tower
regeneration

relay work light

Run / heating
indicator

light(LED6)

The starting condition often bright;If
the heating rod stops shining

Nixie light
Neaning

The boot state The shutdown state

Temperature
display

upstream Working time countdown Close the display

downstream
T1 The input temperature sensor T1 The input temperature sensor

Do not
display the
temperature

upstream Working time countdown A work cycle time

downstream The current process duration Close the display

5 fault code
1.E1: sensor fault, E2: heating temperature protection
2 Tips : the temperature is too high or too low when the measured temperature is
greater than or equal to [ F5 ], suggesting high temperature, temperature display
alternate display " HHH ". For the minimum temperature (-50 ℃), display
temperature alternate display " LLL "



6 control flow:
1 standby: system shutdown standby state, the relay stops output.
2 running state: The system into operation state, operation indicator light. The digital

countdown 10 seconds after the start of the relay of the work.
Timing relay as shown below. Mesh graphic representation of the equalizing process, namely

AB two adsorption towers at the same time.

1 heating rod control: after the boot system [ F5 ], delay to judge whether opening seconds after heating rod. The heating rod
is heated to the[ F7 ], [ F6 ] delay minutes after closing the heating rod. [ F7 ] - the current temperature≥[ F17 ] restarts the
heating rod.The temperature is greater than or equal to [ F9 ] heating temperature protection value, heater stops heating.
Running lights began to twinkle.

The heating rod is controlled independently, without affecting the other four relay working state. If the sensor faults are
closed heating rod.
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No heat regenerative adsorption dryer panel description:
Fig. 1 Schematic panel, system

2 product features:
1.Preset function: the delay time parameter must comply with the time adjustment formula T1 ≥

T2+T3+T4. parameters automatically detects whether to comply with the above rules.
2.The delay function: in running condition, can according to the delay time enable four relays according

to the sequence of the on-off delay requirements.
3.The temperature display function: can choose the temperature display switch or not display.
4.Function: positive and negative valve can choose tower adsorption is valve ( open relay is energized )

or reverse valve ( closed when power ).
5.Parameter memory function: can all parameters of power and memory system.
6.Automatic reversing function: according to the state of the system when the last shutdown decision

the next start is the first A or B adsorption tower adsorption tower.
7.Remote control function: if the choice of remote control, can control system through the remote switch
switch. When the system of remote switch attracted to boot, remote switch is turned off, the system is in

a
non-operating state.

To set up 3 working process and parameters:
1 Principle: press to open the key to boot, the boot after the adsorption of A tower, A tower, B tower, B
regeneration adsorption tower regeneration four relays according to the set delay work.
2 boot: press < / > button to start the machine
3 enter the parameter setting mode:

Power-off energized again within 20 seconds before the long press add key 3 seconds into
the management parameters menu.
Other times long press the set button 3 seconds to enter user parameters menu.
Enter the parameter settings, press keys to select the required modification parameter settings. Use the

switch to amend the corresponding parameters. Parameter setting is completed according to the switch
machine key to exit the parameter settings. If you set a state continuously for 15 seconds without key
operation will automatically exit the setting mode, parameters are automatically saved.



4 lights and the meaning of digital tube:

5 fault code
1.E1: sensor fault
2.Temperature is too high or too low tip: when the measured temperature is greater than or equal to [ F5 ], suggesting high
temperature, temperature display alternate display " HHH ". For the minimum temperature (-50 ℃), display temperature
alternate display " LLL "

User parameter menu

Desig-
nation Name Meaning Parameter range Factory

setting
F1 The adsorption time t1 T1 dry machine AB tower working time 1～600s 300s

F2 Delay time of
regeneration t2 After adsorption to the regeneration of the delay 1～60s 20s

F3 regeneration time t3 Each time the regeneration duration 1～600s 240s

F4 The time of pressure t4 Each A column and the B column is opened at the same
time, execution time is pressing 1～30s 15s

Management parameters menu

F5 temperature in The maximum allowed entrance temperature 0～50℃ 45

F6 Upper dew point
temperature 20mA current corresponding to the temperature value 0～100℃ 60

F7 Upper dew point
temperature 4mA current corresponding to the temperature value -99～0℃ 0

F8 temperature correction Dew point ( entrance ) correction for the temperature
measurement value -50～50℃ 0

F9 Temperature input
( alternate )

Dew point temperature input of the hardware
connection

Pt：PT100
A:current input Pt

F10 Temperature screening Whether to display the temperature down working
condition

ON：shield
OFF:No shielding OFF

F11 Remote switch Whether to use the remote switch ON：enable
OFF:Do not enable OFF

F12 Is the valve selection
valve

Adsorption valve normally open normally closed
choice

ON：Reverse valve
OFF:Positive valve OFF

F13 No temperature input No temperature input ON：use
OFF:nonuse OFF

Pilot light Meaning Pilot light Meaning

Source(LED1)
The power indicator

light, bright
B tower

adsorption(LED4)
B tower adsorption relay work light

A tower adsorption(LED2)
A tower adsorption

relay work light
B tower

regeneration(LED5)
B tower regeneration relay work light

A tower regeneration(LED3)
A tower regeneration

relay work light
Run(LED6)

The starting condition often bright or
destroy

Nixie light
Meaning

The boot state The shutdown state
Temperature

display
Upstream Working time countdown Close the display

Down T1 temperature sensor input T1 temperature sensor input
Do not display
the temperature

Upstream Working time countdown A work cycle time
Down The current process duration Close the display



6 control flow:
1.Standby: system shutdown is in standby state, the relay stops output.
2.Operation state. The system into operation state, operation indicator light. The digital countdown 10 seconds after the start
of the relay of the work.Timing relay as shown below. Mesh graphic representation of the equalizing process, namely AB two
adsorption towers at the same time.
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On examination : the control machine nameplate data, check the following conditions:
Power supply: three-phase : 380V/50HZ, single phase : 220V/50HZ ( with nameplate )
environmental temperature:≤ 45 ℃

Rated working pressure: 0.7Mpa: inlet temperature≤ 40 ℃

Process gas flow within the rated range.
Prefilter in the manual ball valve working state, drainage device in the " on" position.
Each valve pipe should be in normal working position.
Boot: closing the bypass valve opening, exhaust valve, start the air compressor, slowly open the inlet valve,

etc. the dryer two tank pressure equilibrium to the set pressure, open the controller power switch is in the
working state, when the system pressure rise to the set pressure of work, and fully open the exhaust valve. If the
pipeline is provided with pressure maintenance valve can be all, open the exhaust valve, the other action.

Operation : boot, should avoid long-term working under low pressure, low pressure limiting air compressor
pressure regulator can not be set too low, so as to avoid the system pressure fluctuates greatly influence the
dryer and gas using the normal operation of equipment. Compressed air drying and regeneration gas
proportional to (the factory has been in the 5 to 8% adjustment of gas processing .). The user can be increased
according to the actual demand ( counterclockwise rotation of the throttle valve ) or decrease ( clockwise
rotation of the throttle valve ) regeneration gas, (if not through the technical personnel of the company guidance
allows the case not to regulate the regeneration valve, the resulting consequences ). If the actual gas
consumption less than rated processing gas or humidity ( dew point temperature ) without - 40 ℃ The
following, can be extended through the cycle is relatively reduced regeneration time or the regeneration air flow
to achieve energy-saving effect.

Shutdown: close the intake valve, the pressure to be drying tank after the release of the exhaust valve closed,
cutting off power supply. There is a close relationship between the quality and output of gas dryer entrance gas
flow rate, temperature, pressure and temperature. Entrance gas flow shall not be greater than the amount of
passenger handling capacity of the dryer. Entrance gas temperature not higher than 40 ℃, the lower the
temperature, the output gas drier. For every increase of entrance gas temperature 5 ℃, saturated water content
increased by about 30%, and the product gas dew point increases 8 ~ 10 ℃. Entrance gas pressure is low, the
dryer load is high, the output air quality worse.

Equipment:



1.The maintenance work in the:
1 before the start, first start the air compressor, the pressure to be more than 4kg/cm ², then

open the dryer, indicator shows the current operation state of the equipment.
2 long-term holding, again, should the adsorbent treatment;
3 close the valve outlet of the dryer, the air inlet valve is opened, confirm the inlet pressure of

not less than 4kg/cm ², then open the machine power switch, adjust the large flow valve
( clockwise five laps ), increase the regeneration gas, so that the operation, after 50 hours of
drying, drying machine can work normally, then, the throttle valve reset (if not through the
technical personnel of the company guidance allows the case not to regulate the regeneration
valve, the resulting consequences ), can also through the no-load operation to deal with
adsorbent without long-term accumulation of water, is starting work according to the normal
mode of operation, discharge outlet before 50 hours into the air not access workshop use.

4.In the operation of this equipment, should always check the indicator of each pressure
gauge, work cycle of absorption, regeneration, shift is regular.

5 special attention to the coordinated refrigeration drier is working properly, automatic
drainage device if there is a large amount of condensed water exclusion.

2 daily maintenance:
1 check the time program, two drying tank switch, heating temperature and the drainage

valve filter is normal.
2 check the muffler exhaust is smooth, filter pressure indicating whether to exceed the

standard.
3 Check the dryer before and after the pressure is too high.
4 check the desiccant is oil pollution or powder, desiccant damage or failure according to the
following three cases treatment
1 ) due to improper operation or low voltage operation can cause high speed airflow washout

desiccant, resulting in a large number of dust falling, at this time should be unloaded desiccant,
then sift to fill in and fill.

Because air humidity is too high, the liquid water impact or no switching action to work
overtime, desiccant supersaturated even soaked by water, you should immediately
troubleshooting, and taken to reduce processing capacity, expand the regeneration gas ( large
throttle ) and other measures, in the boot state gradually dewetting, until the recovery of the
original dry degree (if not after the technical staff guidance allows the case not to regulate the
regeneration valve, the resulting consequences ).

2) Note: desiccant in supersaturated or soaked in water, will form a compact and failure.
3) Because the filter failure or not installed oil filter, lubricating oil into the drying chamber,

blocking the adsorbent surface pore channel, resulting in a loss of adsorption capacity of the
adsorbent ( oil poisoning ). At this point you must replace the adsorbent.

5 regular cleaning or replacement of filter, ensure that the entrance air standard.
6 Silencer every 3 -- April with warm soapy water soak time ( dry and then ) usually need to

be replaced every year.
7 work record card: including entrance, operating pressure; temperature; gas consumption;

adsorption, regeneration cycle; replacement of filter element.
8 adsorbents used for about one year ( about 5000 -- 8000 hours) as the case should be all

renewed.



Heat regenerative adsorption dryer wiring diagram ( high power ):

Heat regenerative adsorption dryer wiring diagram ( small power type ):
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No heat regenerative adsorption dryer wiring diagram:
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Terminal connection diagram:

220V-Connected to the power supply mode 380V-Connected to the power supply mode

( technical parameters above, the company reserves the right to modify. Subject to
change, without prior notice. )



The compressed air system solutions

Temperature: 30° C
Oil: 5ppm w/w
Solid dust: 5u≤ 

 <
Construction, clean,
sandblasting, stamping

Atmospheric dew point: -20° C
Oil: 0.1ppm w/w
Solid dust: 0.1U≤ 

Atmospheric dew point: -20° C
Oil: 0.01ppm w/w
Solid dust: 0.1U≤ 

Atmospheric dew point: -40° C~70 °C
Oil: 0.003ppm w/w
Solid dust: 0.01u≤ 

Pressure molding, 
metal products,
Pneumatic machinery, 
parts and drying

Precision machinery, 
electronic industry,
Powder conveying,
packaging, printing

The food industry,
pharmaceutical industry

         Through the long-term practice and accumulation, the company put forward
 ideal, efficient, energy-saving system solutions; in high quality to meet the needs
 of the industry at the same time, reduce operating and maintenance costs to the m
-aximum extent, greatly improving production efficiency.

+

Centrifugal compressor

Screw compressor

Piston compressor

Water-cooled aftercooler

Air-cooled cooler

gas tank

Gas water separator Q

Filter P

Filter S

Filter P/S Filter C

Adsorption type dryer

Freeze dryer

The proposed system configuration:
In order to ensure the quality of compressed air dryer after treatment, prolonging the service life of machine, we

propose the system configuration below:
1) Install front filter dryer entrance, to deal with the compressed air may exist in the liquid water, solid particles and oil

mist. If liquid water directly into the dryer adsorption tank will serious operating conditions of the dryer, leading to export the
dew point is improved greatly, and even lead to the dryer operation failed. Oil mist will seriously pollute the adsorbent, not only
causes the dew point increases, but also shorten the service life of the adsorbent. For the extended filter life, suggest user
configuration of filter press from coarse to fine, sequential filtering mode.

The recommended configuration this company produces the P filter as a coarse filter, the filter, compressed air solid and
liquid particles was 3 μm, 5ppm oil mist residual content.

Recommended C filter configuration produced by the company in the P/S filter as the oil filter, the filter, compressed air
solid and liquid particles was 0.01 μm, 0.01ppm oil mist residual content.

2) Adsorbent long-term compression and impact, will produce some adsorbent dust. In order to ensure the downstream
compressed air clean, usually need to install the postposition filter. According to the compressed air quality requirements, the
user can configure different post filter.

The recommended configuration this company produces the Q filter as a coarse filter, the filter, compressed air solid and
liquid particles was 1 μm, 1ppm oil mist residual content. If you want more gas quality, optional P/S filter.

3) The user in the configuration of the system should be set up by-pass valve, stop valve and pressure relief valve, so
that therepair does not affect the downstream gas supply.

4) The dryer should be provided with reliable grounding device.



Model selection method:

In the setting of the dew point temperature, allowing the dryer entrance gas flow

associated with the actual working condition and environment temperature, i.e.

Entrance gas flow rate = ( nominal flow ) * ( pressure coefficient ) * ( entrance

temperature coefficient) * ( ambient temperature coefficient )

Effective supply quantity = entrance gas flow - gas consumption

Pressure coefficient table

Working pressure（Bar） 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Pressure coefficient 0.6 0.75 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

Ambient temperature coefficient table

Ambient temperature(℃) ＜20 20 25 30 35 40 43

Temperature coefficient 1.16 1.16 1.12 1.08 1.03 0.98 0.8

Entrance temperature coefficient table

Temperature in ℃

20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Max Temperature coefficient
Max Pressure dew point

1.16
-40

1.12
-40

1.08
-40

1.03
-40

0.98
-40

—

—

—

—



Relationship between adsorption type dryer and precision filter:
Dust, impurities contained in the air after compression and oil were mixed together, if not by the precision filter, direct

delivery to the adsorption dryer will be attached to the surface of adsorbent, adsorption oxidation crusts, reducing agent and air
contact area, gradually reducing the absorption of regeneration ability of agent. Therefore, the impurities, precision filters the
air in the oil adsorption dryer, to play the best efficiency is very important.
The main raw materials: adsorbent adsorption dryer, which belongs to consumables, and expensive, its service life,
depends largely on the entrance of air temperature, humidity and purity. Any of the adsorption type dryer is the best
equipment of compressed air purification, don't need and refrigerated dryer, precision filter matching, is not scientific.

To sum up, must install the refrigeration drier and high-quality precision filter adsorption dryer, do not make improper
decision in order to save costs.
Release of dust treatment adsorbent:

The adsorbent in the adsorption dryer with 3 -- 5mm granular, due to the work of adsorption and regeneration of impact
and pressure friction, there will be a trace from dust, with the air discharge, so the installation of a dust filter should be in the
dryer outlet ( 0.01ppM ) and to install, let the dust falls on the filter external the shell and tube at the bottom, and easy to
discharge, filter will not be blocked.

System flow:
Wet entrance of compressed air, first entered the front filter, then
sequentially through into the air
Control valve ( A ) into the drying tower ( Tower ), water vapor in the
adsorption process from the gas stream to remove adsorbed on the
adsorbent, dry air from the drying tower exhaust flow check valve ( F1 )
and then directly out to the rear filter and filter adsorbent dust.
At the same time in the drying cycle, the export of dry air to close to
10% atmospheric pressure through the regeneration flow regulating
valve bypass flow down, through the regeneration tower ( Tower Ⅱ) and
then to the regeneration / storage pressure control valve ( D ), discharged
to the atmosphere through the outlet muffler. Thus, in the regeneration
tower ( Tower Ⅱ) in the adsorbent by this very dry and low flow
irrigation, can be adsorbed on the adsorbent was the moisture from air.
At a predetermined time, the automatic timer turns off this solid
regeneration / storage pressure control valve ( D ), and in the
establishment of the Tower Ⅱpressure slowly, finally reached with the
entrance pressure equal status, the entrance control valve ( A ) is then
closed and the same time to open the entrance control valve ( B ), and
another regeneration / storage pressure control valve ( C ) open. Thus the
airflow to the drying tower with Tower Ⅱ, Tower Ⅱtransition time into
regeneration tower and regeneration, regeneration of the regeneration air
flow regulating valve and then to the regeneration / storage pressure
control valve ( C ), discharged to the atmosphere via the muffler.

The adsorption type dryer before assembly
refrigeration dryer:
As everyone knows, because the air is compressed, the temperature increased,
typically up to 50℃-- 70 ℃, and contains a relative humidity of 100% water
vapor. In terms of the main functions of refrigeration dryers, ideally, the
compressed air can be temperature to 0℃-- 20 ℃; the pressure dew point to
2℃ , remove the relative content of about 97% of the water vapor. Freeze
dryer for one-time investment in equipment, electrical power consumption is
little, basically no " consumables " products. Use of compressed air
refrigeration dryer will be major total water vapor condensate out process,
can greatly reduce the load adsorption dryer, prolong the service life of
expensive adsorbent.



Heat regenerative adsorption dryer working principle diagram
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Working principle diagram

1.4The bleeder valve;
2.3Intake valve.

5.6Pressure relief valve;
7Muffler;

8.9Inlet diffuser;
10.11The adsorption tube;

12.13Air diffuser;
14.15Regeneration valve;

16.18A.B tower pressure gauge;
17Regeneration pressure gauge;

19The orifice plate;
20Regeneration gas control valve;

21Vacuum valve;
22Heater;

23Temperature probe;
24.25An air outlet one-way valve.

No heat regenerative adsorption dryer working principle diagram

1.4 The bleeder valve;
2.3Intake valve.

5.6Muffler;
7.8The intake distributor;

9.10The absorption barrel;

11.12Air diffuser;

13.14Left, right column pressure gauge;

15 Regeneration gas control valve;

16.17An air outlet one-way valve.
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Working principle diagram



The adsorption type dryer faults and troubleshooting:

Item Phenomenon Because Exclusion method

1 Boot no response

The power supply is not
normal Check the power supply line

Blowout Replace the fuse

2 Silencer discouraged
not stop

A tower regeneration solenoid
valve. Replace the solenoid valve

B tower regeneration
electromagnetic valve failure

Clean the valve plug, the valve stem or
replace solenoid valve

3 Twin Towers does not
switch

The programmable controller
failure Maintenance program controller

The main electromagnetic
valve failure Electromagnetic valve repair or replacement

4

The regeneration
tower pressure
reduction is not
normal

Regeneration gas is too large

Adjust the throttle valve to reduce the
amount of regeneration ( complete, in the
company under the guidance of privately
operated technical consequences )

A bad check valve, or leakage
The replacement of valve leakage or valve
core component

The main electromagnetic
valve leakage

5 The dew point.

Regeneration gas is too small

Adjust the throttle valve, properly increasing
the regeneration gas ( complete, in the
company under the guidance of privately
operated technical consequences )

Twin Towers switching cycle. To set the switching cycle

The absorbent is pollution Replace sorbent, ruled out the causes of
pollution

6 Partial pressure

Adsorbent broken Replace sorbent

Filter layer obstruction Release the adsorbent, clean or replace the
filter

System has a leak Find the leak point, exclusion



Item Phenomenon Because Exclusion method

7

Intelligent control
instrument without
signal or no signal,
signal and the
actual work does
not match

1.1 no power output or
terminal loose
1.2 The output end in
whole or in part without
output
1.3 The error output
terminal
1.4 Electric pressure
fluctuation is too big

Check the power line and the fuse is
whether good or replacement ( see
control instrument wiring diagram ).
Correct the wrong wiring
Correct the error source
Regulated power supply

8 Dew point is not up
to the requirements

2.1 The adsorbent is
insufficient or crushing
failure
2.2 Regeneration gas or A,
B column switching is not
normal
2.3 High intake air
temperature
2.4 The intake of high oil
content adsorbent failure
2.5Low working pressure
to make low adsorptive
capacity
2.6 The switching period is
too long

Sorbent addition or replacement
Adjust to a reasonable volume,
adjustment of A, B column
switching normal
Adjusting the process configuration,
improve the cooling efficiency of the
cooler
To improve the oil filter, replace
sorbent
Increasing air pressure
Rationally adjust the switching
period

9

The pressure drop
is too large ( more
than the inlet
pressure 3%MPa )

3.1 The adsorbent is
seriously damaged
3.2 Filter clogging
3.3 The adsorbent has been
extended or premature
broken into powder

Remove damaged adsorbent and
supplement
Check and clean the filter clogging
Sieving or replace sorbent

10 Flow loss

4.1 Outlet pipe diameter is
required
4.2 The outlet pipe is not
smooth
4.3 Regeneration gas is too
large

Replacement
Cleaning and sewage
Appropriate to reduce the
regeneration gas

The regeneration
tower pressure is
not zero or two
tower pressure drop
at the same time

Muffler or silencer pipe
blockage
Pneumatic valve failure or
serious leakage
Regeneration gas is too
large
Regeneration gas outlet
pipe is not smooth

Cleaning muffler ( to replace the
filter ) or cleaning muffler pipe
Check and replace damaged parts
( diaphragm seal )
Appropriate to reduce the
regeneration gas theory
Check the air outlet pipe, silencer.



Product features:

Import butterfly valve, nominal

diameter standard, fast response,

International label alumina, high

density, good adsorption

After strict proof test, excellent

material absorption barrel

1. Production and test design in strict accordance with the
ISO9001, GB150, QS, pressure vessel inspection Specific
-ation, to ensure that the product is safe, reliable operation;

2. The perfect design, high efficiency, stable operation,Bri
-ng the long products; the heating component of excellent,
enhance the regeneration gas temperature, air heat regener
-ative adsorption dryer is only required processing capacity
of 7%; the regeneration air volume no heat adsorption drye
-r is only required processing capacity 13%;

3. Youqiao series microcomputer control panel, is based on
a real-time operating system advanced microprocessor, it
carries on the comprehensive control and monitoring throu
-gh the simple user interface. The user can a dryer operati
-on process for the first time to identify, in order to guaran
-tee for applications sensitive. Also equipped with a remote
control port, control port, in order to meet the special needs
of users;

4. Pneumatic valve and control valve with the
international brand, and is equipped with the
water discharge system of special design, to
improve the service life and stability but also
meet Youqiao advocated the concept of envi
-ronmental protection;

5. Valve switch adopts the microcomputer pr
-ogram control, stable performance, to ensure

that the adsorption Taqie For no cut-off phen
-omenon, to avoid the flow of adsorbent impa
-ct, the adsorbent has a longer Life.

6. The product can accept a variety of special
customization ( air volume, special material,
the dew point temperature of -70℃, 0.95MPa
above the pressure, special control mode).
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Working principle diagram

1.4The bleeder valve;
2.3Intake valve.

5.6Pressure relief valve;
7Muffler;

8.9Inlet diffuser;
10.11The adsorption tube;

12.13Air diffuser;
14.15Regeneration valve;

16.18A.B tower pressure gauge;
17Regeneration pressure gauge;

19The orifice plate;
20Regeneration gas control valve;

21Vacuum valve;
22Heater;

23Temperature probe;
24.25An air outlet one-way valve.



Dear customer, our company solemnly promise to you : the product is manufactured
before control strict quality system to ensure the excellent quality, durable! Please rest
assured that the use of.

Quality control flow chart
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After sale service flow chart



After-sale service
1. In the delivery date, provide one year free warranty service and.
2. My company has specialized in the training room, provide training and guidance to

professional.
3. In 24 companies provide service, upon receipt of customer application, rushed to the

scene to the fastest speed.
4. after the warranty period, if the customer need to guarantee, and after sale service co

-mpany to sign the contract.
5. In and after the warranty period, if the customer need to change parts, our company p

-rovide the necessary accessories to discount prices.
6. user held an event, I can provide the necessary security services, such as sent site trac

-king etc.
Upgrading scheme and support services

When the user changes the scope of application, our company will be based on the
actual situation of software and hardware upgrade project. When our application software and
hardware upgrade version, will inform you in time, and to provide the corresponding update
service. When the system's hardware update products, our company will notify the user in a
timely manner, with information on new products and solutions.

Spare parts technology, quality customer service
experience service depends on the leading rich customer
service staff, adequate storage. In order to provide better
customer service service, adhere to the " customer needs,
we want to; brand first, goodwill is the gold " of the serv
-ice concept, our company has established a perfect after
sale service system.

Company technical support department gathered
Senior Service Engineer, all engineers are all profession
-al and technical training. They dedicated service attitude,
professional service by the majority of customers praise.




